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Medical micro/nanorobots have received tremendous attention over the past decades owing to their potential to be navigated into hard-to-reach tissues for a number of biomedical applications ranging from targeted drug/gene delivery, bio-isolation, detoxification, to nanosurgery. Despite the great promise, the majority of the past demonstrations are primarily under benchtop or in vitro conditions. Many developed micro/nanoscale propulsion mechanisms are based on the assumption of a homogeneous, Newtonian environment, while realistic biological environments are substantially more complex. Moving toward practical medical use, the field of micro/nanorobotics must overcome several major challenges including propulsion through complex media (such as blood, mucus, and vitreous) as well as deep tissue imaging and control in vivo. In this review article, we summarize the recent research efforts on investigating how various complexities in biological environments impact the propulsion of micro/nanoswimmers. We also highlight the emerging technological approaches to enhance the locomotion of micro/nanorobots in complex environments. The recent demonstrations of in vivo imaging, control and therapeutic medical applications of such micro/nanorobots are introduced. We envision that continuing materials and technological innovations through interdisciplinary collaborative efforts can bring us steps closer to the fantasy of “swallowing a surgeon”.

1. Introduction

From “Fantastic Voyage” to “Swallowing a surgeon”

In his inspiring talk in 1959, “There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom”, Richard Feynman at the California Institute of Technology envisioned the era of small-scale machines. He described a fantasy by his student Albert Hibbs about swallowing a “micro-surgeon” streaming through blood vessels.
to perform micro-surgery. As funny as the idea sounded, we are now equipped with nanotechnology to realize the fantasy. This opens up new challenges on the design of these tiny machines. To date, miniaturization of robots to the micro/nanoscale attracts substantial attentions as they have the potential to be navigated into hard-to-reach tissues for a number of biomedical applications.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^5\) It should be noted that simply scaling down macroscopic machines would not work because various physical forces come out in different proportions when going down in size – “the rules of the game” at small scales are very different.

**Challenges of swimming at small scales**

For locomotion in fluids, inertial and viscous forces represent two major forces experienced by a swimmer. The relative importance of inertial to viscous forces is measured by the Reynolds number, \(\text{Re} = \frac{\rho UL}{\mu}\), where \(U\) is a characteristic velocity, \(L\) is a characteristic length, and \(\rho\) and \(\mu\) are density and dynamic viscosity of the fluid, respectively. Locomotion of larger animals (e.g., fishes and humans) in fluids occurs at moderate to large Reynolds numbers. In this regime, inertial forces dominate over the viscous forces. On the other hand, microorganisms and synthetic microswimmers inhabit a world of low Reynolds number. Taking the example of a microswimmer with a size \(L \approx 10 \mu m\) and swimming speed \(U \approx 10 \mu m\ s^{-1}\) in water, the Reynolds number is on the order of \(\text{Re} \approx 10^{-4}\). The effect of inertia is thus virtually absent, rendering inertia-based propulsion mechanisms at the macroscopic scale largely ineffective in the world under the microscope.

The stringent constraints due to the absence of inertia are well illustrated by Purcell’s scallop theorem.\(^6\) As a result of kinematic reversibility, the scallop theorem rules out any reciprocal motion, the sequence of shape changes that has time-reversal symmetry, for self-propulsion at low Reynolds numbers. Hence, a “microscallop” opening and closing its shell periodically cannot swim in a Newtonian fluid regardless of the opening and closing rates. Rigid flapping motion is another type of reciprocal motion that is effective for propulsion at the macroscopic scale but ineffective in the microscopic world. Overall, the absence of inertia imposes a fundamental challenge on designing effective locomotion strategies at the microscopic scale (see a more detailed, pedagogical introduction on this subject).\(^7\)

**From swimming cells to synthetic swimmers**

It is indeed a wonder when looking into the biological world, which has demonstrated to us diverse swimming strategies in the absence of inertia. Many microorganisms use one or multiple appendages, termed flagella and cilia, for swimming. These flagellated and ciliated microorganisms typically swim by propagating different types of flagellar waves to break the time-reversal symmetry. For instance, some spermatozoa beat their flexible flagella to propagate traveling deformation waves to swim in the opposite direction (Fig. 1A). Bacteria (e.g., Escherichia coli) swim by rotating their relatively rigid, helical flagella, which are connected to the rotary motor embedded in the cell body. Ciliates such as Vobax beat their arrays of cilia in coordinated manners to generate metachronal waves for swimming. Extensive theoretical and experimental studies in the past few decades illuminated the physical principles underlying cell motility,\(^8\)\(^-\)\(^12\) which also resulted in different types of synthetic micro/nanoswimmers (Fig. 1B).\(^13\)\(^-\)\(^26\)

Inspired by flagellar beating of microorganisms, flexible artificial microswimmers exploit the interaction between a flexible structure and its surrounding viscous fluid for propulsion. Dreyfus et al. developed a flexible magnetic filament consisting of colloidal magnetic particles connected by DNA.\(^27\) Upon actuation by an external magnetic field, a beating pattern can be induced along the flexible magnetic filament to propel the structure. Flexible nanowire motors exploit similar elastohydrodynamic interaction to generate propulsion speeds comparable to natural microorganisms.\(^28\)\(^-\)\(^30\)

Artificial helical swimmers represent a major class of swimmers that do not rely on swimmer’s structural flexibility for propulsion. Instead, they mimic the relatively rigid and helical structure of bacterial flagella for propulsion. These chiral objects generate propulsive thrust due to the coupling of axial rotation with axial force, much like the corkscrew motion when opening a bottle of wine. While the rotation of bacterial flagella is due to the action of rotary motor embed in the cell body, artificial helical flagella are rotated by external magnetic fields.\(^31\)\(^-\)\(^33\)

The flexible and helical swimmers introduced represent examples from the class of mechanical swimmers that rely on external fields (e.g., magnetic,\(^32\)\(^,\)\(^34\)\(^-\)\(^39\) electric,\(^40\)\(^-\)\(^42\) acoustic,\(^43\)\(^-\)\(^49\) light,\(^50\)\(^-\)\(^57\) among others\(^58\)\(^-\)\(^60\)) for actuation. Chemical swimmers, on the other hand, exploit chemical energy from their local environments for self-propulsion. These include self-phoretic Janus particles or nanowires that generate local solute concentration gradients (for self-diffusiophoresis) or local electrical potential gradients (for self-electrophoresis) due to asymmetries in surface activity.\(^5,\)\(^19\)\(^,\)\(^61\)\(^-\)\(^73\) In addition to phoretic locomotion, chemical reactions can generate bubbles to propel the particle by recoil forces. Since the propulsion mechanism is
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not phoretic, these bubble-propelled particles have more robust propulsion performance even in the presence of dissolved salts, an advantage over phoretic swimmers for biomedical applications. Recent efforts have also taken a hybrid approach by combining multiple artificial propulsion mechanisms or integrating artificial and biological systems (biohybrid swimmers). It should be noticed that in addition to the microswimmers, rolling and crawling-like surface-mediated locomotion have been utilized both in synthetic and biohybrid microrobots. All these propulsion strategies, together with other novel designs, form a diverse spectrum of candidates for equipping biomedical micro/nanorobots with robust locomotive capabilities.

The tremendous efforts described above, however, only represent a first step towards turning the fantasy of “swallowing a surgeon” into reality. Recent studies have demonstrated the proof-of-concept applications of using these micro/nanoscale robots for targeted drug/gene delivery, bio-isolation, detoxification, and nanosurgery, primarily under benchtop or in vitro conditions. Prior to achieving practical medical use, the field however must overcome a number of challenges including navigation through complex media as well as imaging and control under deep tissue in vivo. Many propulsion mechanisms are developed based on the assumption of a homogeneous, Newtonian environment, while realistic biological environments are substantially more complex. Here we define complex environments broadly as media that possess microstructures or heterogeneity across different length scales, which are typical of biological environments. The complexity of the media can manifest through non-Newtonian rheological properties in biological fluids such as mucus and blood, due to the presence of suspended macromolecules or blood cells. Micro/nanoswimmers also need to navigate through crowded and heterogeneous environments, including the dense extracellular matrix (ECM) of biological tissues and barriers to invaders such as the blood–brain and gastric mucosal barriers, particularly for drug delivery applications. Propulsion mechanisms that are optimal in a certain medium may become largely ineffective in another. While biological cells can adapt their locomotion to effectively propel in complex fluids, navigate crowded environment, and invade biological barriers, it remains challenging to design micro/nanorobots with robust locomotive capabilities to perform similar tasks. Substantial interdisciplinary efforts have strived for a comprehensive understanding of how individual complexities and their combined presence in biological environments impact locomotion at small scales (see Section 2). In parallel, emerging techniques and engineering strategies have been proposed to facilitate the locomotion of micro/nanorobots in complex environments (see Section 3). These developments have led to recent demonstrations of in vivo imaging, control and therapeutic medical applications of such micro/nanorobots (Fig. 1D) (see Section 4). In this article, we review all three avenues of research efforts and conclude on future directions that can bring us one step closer to “swallowing a surgeon”.

2. Fluid dynamics of micro/nanoswimmers in complex environments

Synthetic swimmers that can move at the microscopic scale show great promise in biomedical applications, including drug
delivery and microsurgery. In the past several decades, substantial progress has addressed the challenge of generating microscopic propulsion. Yet, successful applications of these swimmers to biomedical tasks rely on their ability to traverse realistic biological environments, which are much more complex than the homogeneous, Newtonian fluid media typically considered in theoretical models and experimental setups. Researchers have begun to examine the impacts of different complexities that can arise in more realistic biological systems, including heterogeneity in the environment (Section 2.1) and non-Newtonian rheological behaviors of biological fluids (Sections 2.2 and 2.3). Here we first introduce individual complex effects and review recent progress in developing a fundamental understanding of these effects, before discussing the engineering aspect of swimming in complex environments in subsequent sections. As a remark, although the focus on the current review is on synthetic swimmers, we also report studies involving biological organisms. These swimming organisms not only serve as model systems for understanding locomotion in complex environments but could also provide bio-inspired solutions for synthetic swimmers.

2.1 Interactions with boundaries and in crowded environments

In their natural habitats such as soil and the guts, biological organisms interact with different physical obstacles and boundaries, which may play essential roles in nature. For instance, interactions between bacteria and surfaces could induce attraction and adhesion of bacteria onto the surface in early stages of biofilm formation and pathogenic infection. Sperm cells can navigate the female tract by a boundary-following guidance mechanism to reach the egg. The motility of blood parasites is adapted to swim in a crowded environment within the vertebrate bloodstream. In their biomedical applications, synthetic micro/nanoswimmers will counter the same complex biological environments. In this section, we discuss theoretical and experimental studies characterizing the interactions between swimmers and physical obstacles and boundaries.

Biological swimmers often find themselves immersed in heterogeneous environments with obstacles or fibers embedded into a viscous solvent (Fig. 2A). The presence of these physical obstacles introduces additional no-slip and no-penetration
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**Fig. 2** Locomotion in porous and crowded environments. (A) Photomicrograph of spermatozoa swimming in a vaginal fluid sample, a highly heterogeneous environment. Scale bar, 10 μm. Reproduced with permission from ref. 102. Copyright 2005 Wiley. (B) The nematode can swim faster in a wet particulate system (left) than in a homogeneous fluid (right). Reproduced with permission from ref. 104. Copyright 2010 AIP Publication. (C) Despite changes in motility behavior in wet monodisperse (left) and polydisperse (right) granular media, the stroke efficiency (the ratio of swimming speed to undulation speed) in wet granular media are higher than that in a fluid. Reproduced with permission from ref. 103. Copyright 2010 Europhysics Letters. (D) A phoretic microswimmer orbiting large colloids due to hydrodynamic interactions. Reproduced with permission from ref. 114. Copyright 2014 Royal Society of Chemistry. (E) Sorting of microswimmers in a pattern environment based on their swimming length, which is the average length of rather straight segments in the swimmer’s trajectory. The swimming length increases from left (0, Brownian particle without self-propulsion) to right. Reproduced with permission from ref. 118. Copyright 2011 Royal Society of Chemistry. (F) Guidance of Janus particles by interactions with steps and obstacles: Janus particles following a straight step (left), maneuvering around a corner (middle), and moving around circular posts (right). Reproduced with permission from ref. 120. Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group.
surfaces (or more complex interfaces), which alter the fluid flow around a swimmer and hence its locomotion performance. It is not obvious whether these interactions will enhance or hinder locomotion. The worm nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans), which live in saturated soil, provide a model system to study locomotion in wet particulate systems (Fig. 2B and C). Experiments observed that the propulsion speed of C. elegans is enhanced by the presence of particles.103,104 These experimental findings are consistent with theoretical predictions based on an effective medium approach for porous media,104,105 which captures the effect due to a sparse network of stationary obstacles as an averaged (mean field) equation, the Brinkman equation. Subsequent theoretical studies based on the Brinkman model with different types of swimmers further elucidate that swimming in porous media can be both enhanced or hindered, depending on details of the propulsion mechanism.106–110 As a remark, the obstacles are assumed to be stationary under the Brinkman medium approximation, and the deformability of the network can significantly impact swimming speeds.111,112

When the network of obstacle is of the scale of the swimmer, the effect of the network on locomotion may not be captured using an effective medium approach. Local interactions between the swimmer and the surface of its neighboring obstacle become dominant. In addition to modifying the swimming speed, the surface can also re-orient a swimmer,10,13,113 leading to scattering or entrapment of the swimmer around obstacles. Recent experiments show that bacteria and synthetic microswimmers can escape or be trapped around convex surfaces of micropillars or colloids.114–117 For instance, a microswimmer approaching a surface can also re-orient a swimmer,10,13,113 leading to scattering or entrapment of the swimmer around obstacles. Recent experiments show that bacteria and synthetic microswimmers can escape or be trapped around convex surfaces of micropillars or colloids.114–117 For instance, a microswimmer approaching a small colloid can be simply scattered, while the swimmer can also orbit a sufficiently large colloid, as observed in experiments with phoretic swimmers (Fig. 2D).10 With appropriate topographical designs, these hydrodynamic interactions can be exploited for sorting (Fig. 2E)118,119 and guiding (Fig. 2F)120,121 of microswimmers.

As a remark, in addition to hydrodynamic effects, recent studies have also highlighted the importance of steric effects in swimmer-wall interactions, especially for flagellated and ciliated swimmers.122–125 Overall, over longer time scales, the fluctuations in swimming speed, scattering and trapping dynamics can all act together to affect the transport and dispersion of active particles in porous and crowded environments, which is another area of research with considerable recent attention.126–132

2.2 Complex rheology – viscoelasticity

Due to the presence of suspending microstructures formed by different kinds of macromolecules, many biological fluids are viscoelastic, meaning that the fluids have both viscous and elastic properties. Unlike a simple Newtonian fluid, a viscoelastic fluid possesses a memory of the flow history. The presence of elastic stress in viscoelastic fluids leads to interesting phenomena such as the rod-climbing effect (or the Weissenberg effect), die swell (or the Barus effect), among others.133 The central question of whether fluid elasticity enhances or hinders locomotion has received substantial attention in the past several decades.134,135

Theoretical calculations showed that the swimming speed of a small-amplitude waving sheet133 and cylinder136 both decrease in a viscoelastic fluid. Consistent with these predictions, experiments with C. elegans in viscoelastic fluids (carboxy-methyl cellulose solutions) measured 35% slower propulsion (Fig. 3A and B).137 On the other hand, numerical simulations with a finite-length waving sheet model showed that fluid elasticity can increase the speed of a swimmer with large and increasing amplitude of undulations along the sheet.138 Subsequent experiments and numerical simulations with model helical propellers also showed that fluid elasticity can either increase or decrease the swimming speed (Fig. 3C and D), depending on geometrical details of the helical propeller, its rotating rate, and properties of the surrounding fluid.139,140 These factors affect the distribution of polymeric stresses around the swimmer, which could contribute to the observed enhancement or hindrance of locomotion. We remark that swimming gaits of these undulatory swimmers are prescribed. For a flexible swimmer, whose gaits are not known a priori but emerge as a result of fluid-structure interaction, the physical picture becomes even more complex. Experiments on a flexible swimmer, which consists of a magnetic head (actuated in rotation magnetically) and a flexible tail, measured systematically increased propulsion speeds in viscoelastic fluids compared with the speeds in Newtonian fluids (Fig. 3E).141 Recent theoretical and numerical studies have shed light on how the gait, fluid elasticity, and body flexibility can interact in intricate manners to slow down or speed up a flexible swimmer.142–146

In another avenue of research, researchers have considered simple mechanisms to exploit fluid elasticity to enable locomotion otherwise impossible in a Newtonian fluid, including rigid flapping motion,147,148 rotating,149 spinning,150 and oscillating151 dumbbells, highlighting the role of fluid elasticity.

The squirmer model, first proposed by Lighthill and Blake for ciliary propulsion,152,153 represents an active particle with prescribed surface velocities. It has become a popular, generic swimmer model for locomotion,154–158 because various types of swimmers (e.g., pushers versus pullers) can be represented by tuning the distribution of surface velocities on the squirmer.10,159 More recently, this framework has been coupled to the transport of solutes to investigate the dynamics of self-phoretic Janus particles in weakly viscoelastic fluids at low and finite Peclet numbers.15,160 These Janus particles were found to swim either slower or faster in the viscoelastic fluid relative to a Newtonian fluid depending on the distribution of surface activity.

In addition to propulsion speed, the effects of the viscoelastic response of fluid on the translational and rotational diffusion of Janus colloidal particles have been studied in a recent experiment.161 While both translational and rotational diffusion was found to be enhanced in a viscoelastic fluid, the enhancement in rotational diffusion was particularly pronounced (up to 2 orders of magnitude) (Fig. 3F). Mesoscale simulations of an active colloid in a polymeric solution observed similar drastic
enhancement of rotational diffusion.\textsuperscript{162} The simulations suggested that the enhancement is due to the combined effects of a reduced amount of polymer adsorption by activity and an asymmetric encounter of the active particle with polymers. Meso-scale modeling of polymeric solutions represents a different route than the use of non-Newtonian rheological constitutive models in studying locomotion in complex fluids.\textsuperscript{163} Recent mesoscale simulations of bacterial swimming in polymeric solutions provide the resolution to capture the non-uniform polymer densities around the bacterium,\textsuperscript{164} showing the role of polymer depletion around the swimmer in enhancing its swimming speed.\textsuperscript{165–167}

Extensive theoretical and computational studies so far have generated valuable physical insights on different aspects of locomotion in biological fluids. Yet, a comprehensive physical picture across different length scales and types of swimmers remains to be formed. This requires closer connections between predictions from different theories and simulations and experimental measurements.

As a remark, complex fluids often display other non-Newtonian rheological behaviors in addition to viscoelasticity, such as shear-thinning viscosity (see Section 2.3). To isolate the effect of viscoelasticity on locomotion, viscoelastic constitutive models with constant viscosity (e.g., the second-order fluid model, the Oldroyd-B model, among others\textsuperscript{133}) are used in theoretical and computational studies. Similarly, experimental studies typically employed complex fluids that behave approximately as a Boger fluid, a viscoelastic fluid with constant viscosity. This enables a fundamental understanding of the impacts due to individual complex rheological behaviors before examining their combined effects.

2.3 Complex rheology – shear-thinning rheology

In addition to viscoelasticity, another ubiquitous non-Newtonian behavior of biological fluids is shear-thinning: the fluid loses viscosity with increased shear rates as a result of changes in the fluid microstructure. Shear-thinning viscosity can lead to some encounter intuitive phenomena such as the Kaye effect\textsuperscript{168} (or the “leaping shampoo” effect\textsuperscript{169}). Compared with viscoelasticity, the effect of shear-thinning rheology on locomotion is much less studied. Yet, it is estimated that the shear-thinning effect could be...
several orders of magnitude more influential than viscoelasticity based on a waving sheet model.\textsuperscript{170}

One may expect the shear-thinning effect to enhance self-propulsion because of the reduced viscosity and hence lower viscous drag on the swimmer. Yet, the shear-thinning effect not only decreases the viscous drag but could also simultaneously decrease or remain change compared with the Newtonian speeds. For undulatory swimmers, while an asymptotic analysis on the swimming of small-amplitude waving sheet suggested that the swimming speed is unaffected by the shear-thinning rheology,\textsuperscript{170} numerical simulations showed that enhanced swimming is possible for swimmers with larger amplitudes.\textsuperscript{171–173}

Experiments on \textit{C. elegans} in xanthan gum solutions (Fig. 4A)\textsuperscript{174,175} and colloidal suspensions (Fig. 4B),\textsuperscript{176} which both display shear-thinning viscosities, measured equal or greater swimming speed, respectively. On the other hand, experiments on a magnetically actuated helical propeller in various shear-thinning, inelastic fluids measured up to 50% faster propulsion speeds than the Newtonian case (Fig. 4C and D).\textsuperscript{177} As a remark, one should use caution when extending the Newtonian concept of drag and thrust decomposition to non-Newtonian swimming due to the inherent nonlinearity of the problem, which can be significant enough to yield flawed predictions as illustrated via a squirmer model.\textsuperscript{178}

Active efforts have begun to illuminate the physical mechanisms underlying these different observations on locomotion in shear-thinning fluids. When a fluid is no longer Newtonian but shear-thinning, the effect can manifest through both a local

Fig. 4 Locomotion in shear-thinning fluids. (A) The nematode \textit{C. elegans} displayed similar locomotion performance in shear-thinning xanthan gum solutions (red symbols) as in Newtonian fluids (blue symbols). Reproduced with permission from ref. 174. Copyright 2014 Cambridge University Press. (B) On the other hand, experiments on \textit{C. elegans} in colloidal suspensions, which display shear-thinning rheology, observed enhanced swimming. Reproduced with permission from ref. 176. Copyright 2016 Royal Society of Chemistry. (C) A magnetically actuated helical swimmer also displayed up to 50% faster propulsion speeds than the corresponding Newtonian cases. (D) Reproduced with permission from ref. 177. Copyright 2016 Cambridge University Press. (E) Shear-thinning rheology was exploited to enable locomotion by the reciprocal motion due to the opening and closing of a single-hinge scallop. Reproduced with permission from ref. 181. Copyright 2014 Nature Publishing Group. (F) The swimming direction of microscallop formed by an assembly of microcubes in shear-thinning fluids can be adjusted by length of their arms. Reproduced with permission from ref. 182. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.
effect where the local shear stress reduces as a result of local viscosity reduction, and a non-local effect due to modifications of the fluid flow around the swimmer.\textsuperscript{177,179} An empirical model showed how the first local viscosity reduction effect can hinder swimming for slender bodies.\textsuperscript{179} On the other hand, the observed enhanced locomotion for undulatory and helical swimmers may be attributed to the non-local effect. These swimmers often themselves in low-viscosity regions embedded in high-viscosity domains, resulting in a soft confinement that could lead to enhanced propulsion.\textsuperscript{167,177} The relative contributions of these local and non-local effects remain to be examined for swimmers with different geometries and propulsion mechanisms.\textsuperscript{180}

Similar to the idea of exploiting fluid elasticity to enable locomotion (see Section 2.2),\textsuperscript{147–150} researchers have also exploited shear-thinning rheology to render some reciprocal mechanisms.\textsuperscript{180} shear-thinning viscosity, appears to be the most pronounced when the actuation time scale of the swimmer is comparable with the critical shear rate of the shear-thinning fluid, i.e., Carreau number on the order of 1 to 10. As discussed in recent theoretical and computational studies, while some undulatory swimmers could swim faster in a shear-thinning fluid,\textsuperscript{171–173} self-phoretic Janus particle would swim slower, even with different adjustment fore-aft asymmetry in the small Peclet number limit;\textsuperscript{15} the effect of advection remains not fully characterized. Experiments on helical propellers showed consistently enhanced swimming speed in a shear-thinning fluid upon different actuation frequency,\textsuperscript{177} the enhancements were even more pronounced than that observed in viscoelastic fluids.\textsuperscript{139}

We also remark that biological fluids are typically both shear-thinning and viscoelastic. Previous studies have revealed that shear-thinning rheology and viscoelasticity together can amplify phenomena otherwise not observed in Newtonian fluids (e.g., chaining of spheres\textsuperscript{183–185} and titling of slender bodies during sedimentation\textsuperscript{184,186}). However, there is a gap of knowledge on the complex interactions of these non-Newtonian behaviors and their relative importance to locomotion at the microscopic scale. To unravel these effects and quantity their contributions and interactions would require the use of complex fluids with distinct non-Newtonian rheology in experiments\textsuperscript{186,187} and a variety of rheological constitutive models for comparison.\textsuperscript{173,188} Efforts along these directions have begun but are only limited to a few types of swimmers.\textsuperscript{173,187} The physical picture could vary substantially across swimmers with different physical and physico-chemical propulsion mechanisms.

Finally, there are other kinds of complexities, such as the presence of different physiological flows, dissolved salts, and environmental noises that could significantly affect the propulsion performance of different micro/nanoswimmers. While a detailed review of these factors is beyond the current scope, some of them will be briefly discussed in the following sections as they arise.

3. Synthetic micro/nanorobots in complex environments

Studies in Section 2 focus on model swimmers in complex yet idealized environments. In parallel, efforts with actual synthetic micro/nanorobots in realistic complex environments have revealed various practical challenges and potential solutions to facilitate their operations. We first examine the performance of existing propulsion mechanisms in biological fluids in Section 3.1, and then discussing strategies to enhance the performance of these micro/nanorobots in complex media (blood and biological porous media) in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

3.1 Synthetic swimmers in biofluids

The past decades have seen the development of a significant number of micro/nanoswimmers based on chemical, physical, and biohybrid mechanisms (see Section 1). Their propulsion performance has been evaluated in different biological
environments (such as human serum, cell culture, and gastrointestinal (GI) fluids), an important step toward propulsion in complex media. For some chemical swimmers, such as self-diffusiophoretic and self-electrophoretic particles, their performance is dramatically impaired in biological fluids due to the presence of proteins and electrolytes. In comparison, certain bubble-based mechanisms (utilizing biofluids as the fuel instead of classic H₂O₂ fuel) yield considerable performance for the propulsion of micro/nanorobots in various biofluids. For example, magnesium-based Janus microrobots exhibit efficient propulsion in cell media via the thrust of hydrogen bubbles produced by the reaction of magnesium with water. Bubble propelled magnesium-based Janus microrobots modified with macrophage cells have been demonstrated in the GI tract and display high-speed propulsion enabling enhanced tissue penetration, retention of macrophage biological functionality, and thus enhanced therapeutic efficiency (Fig. 5A). Recently nitric oxide (NO)-driven nanorobots, constructed by the assembly of hyperbranched polyamide and L-arginine and powered by the conversion of L-arginine to NO with NO synthase or reactive oxygen species, have been reported in cell media as well.

For synthetic swimmers relying on actuation by external fields, magnetic flexible nanowire motors demonstrated robust propulsion performance in untreated human serum samples; yet, the effects due to the presence of blood cells were not accounted for. Helical micro/nanostructures (Fig. 5B) can be driven by rotating magnetic fields to pass through hyaluronan solution, a polymeric viscoelastic gel appearing in different biological tissues (see Section 3.3 for more details). In addition, acoustically powered bubble-based microswimmers were developed that could be used for transporting cells (Fig. 5C). Compared with previously reported microswimmers, which rely on the pressure nodes in the acoustic field, these acoustic bubble-propelled microrobots endow efficient propulsion in cell culture media with the help of secondary Bjerknes forces and local acoustic streaming propulsive forces.
In addition, bacteria and spermatozoa can be exploited as means of propulsion as well by loading them, either physically or chemically, with therapeutic cargo in the form of various microstructures. These bio-hybrid approaches harness biological swimmers’ naturally evolved ability to traverse complex environments. Both E. coli and erythrocyte-hybrid microrobots have been fabricated with chemical biotin–streptavidin–biotin binding for such application. Erythrocytes loaded with magnetic materials and therapeutic agents can be guided by an external magnetic field and transport drugs to specified locations (Fig. 5D). Bacteria based microrobots, modified with magnetic conical sections, have demonstrated targeted delivery of antibiotics to E. coli biofilms via magnetic guidance. Furthermore, sperm-driven microrobots have been reported to transport anticancer drug-loaded cargo to tumors in vitro.

3.2 Limitations and strategies for propulsion in blood
Blood is a biological fluid containing a high density of dispersed cells. The size and wall shear stress in different blood vessels vary from segments of vessels (Table 1). The way propulsion of micro/nanoswimmers is altered in blood could vary depending on the size of the swimmer relative to the cells. For swimmers with size smaller or comparable with that of the dispersed cells, the cells may be considered as obstacles for the swimmer. Propulsion of micro/nanoswimmers at this scale resembles the physical picture of propelling in heterogeneous, crowded environments (Section 2.1). On the other hand, for swimmers that are considerably larger than the dispersed cells, the swimmers encounter blood as a bulk complex fluid displaying both viscoelasticity (see Section 2.2) and shear-thinning rheology (see Section 2.3). Impacts on their propulsion performance may then be understood in terms of locomotion in fluids with complex rheology. We discuss below other factors that make efficient and controllable propulsion the blood challenging. Nevertheless, microrobots have been successfully demonstrated to move through blood samples and a number of technical innovations have been reported to enhance their propulsion in this complex medium.

For magnetically propelled microrobots, high levels of ions (e.g., chloride and phosphate) in the biofluids, particularly human blood, can easily etch their magnetic materials, making a protective anticorrosion coating with long duration in biofluids on the micro/nanorobots crucial for long term operation. It was reported that integrating a conformal ferrite coating onto magnetic micro/nanorobots could be a potential solution which offers unique functionalities for operation in biological fluids, such as high chemical stability, biocompatibility, and propulsion thrust. Importantly, it was found that the ferrite coating was stable over a long period of time in various biofluids (e.g., human blood), and did not significantly affect the propulsion efficiency of such micro/nanorobots (Fig. 6A).

For micro/nanorobots, a major challenge to achieve long-lasting propulsion is the biofouling effect, which can change the surface properties of the micromotors and hamper the continuity of local reactions necessary for chemical propulsion. One promising solution is the introduction of biointerfaces such as erythrocyte membranes and platelets, which play an important role in the interaction between natural organisms and biological complex media. Engineering such biointerfaces onto micro/nanorobots has provided an attractive solution to prevent or minimize protein fouling when exposed to blood. To coat the erythrocyte membrane onto micro/nanorobots, the erythrocytes must first undergo hypotonic hemolysis treatment to release the ghost. The resulting erythrocytes ghosts are subsequently forced through 100 nm porous membranes to generate erythrocyte membrane-derived nanovesicles. Erythrocyte nanovesicles are of high surface tension and liable to fuse onto the slide surface; this fusion process retains a bilayer structure of the erythrocyte membrane and maintains the functionality of the membrane proteins. Taking advantage of the antifouling property of cell membranes and platelets, magnetically powered helical nanorobots and chemically powered Janus magnesium-based microrobots have displayed efficient movement in blood. Combining erythrocyte membranes with platelets, the Wang group demonstrated that dual membrane–hybrid nanorobots sustained prolonged operation in blood (Fig. 6B). It should be noted that, it is also possible to engineer cells as the moving motors. For example, by loading magnetic nanoparticles into red blood cells (RBCs), the RBCs can act as ultrasound powered micro-motors and their motion can be directed using the external magnetic field.

The circulatory system is an important route for micro/nanorobots for in vivo applications, however, navigation in blood flowing at high speeds is still a major challenge. To overcome the issue, intensive gas-generating microrobots consisting of carbonate and tranexamic acid were reported and have the ability to move through aqueous media at speeds of up to 1.5 cm s⁻¹ and deliver therapeutic payloads into the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vessel</th>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>Wall thickness</th>
<th>Shear stress (dynes per cm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artery</td>
<td>~4 mm</td>
<td>~1 mm</td>
<td>10–60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aorta</td>
<td>~25 mm</td>
<td>~2 mm</td>
<td>Ascending ~12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veins</td>
<td>~5 mm</td>
<td>~0.5 mm</td>
<td>~5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vena cava</td>
<td>~30 mm</td>
<td>~1.5 mm</td>
<td>~11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venule</td>
<td>~20 µm</td>
<td>~1 µm</td>
<td>Mildly (&gt;50%) &gt;100, highly (&gt;90%) &gt;1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stenotic artery</td>
<td>10–30 µm</td>
<td>2–6 µm</td>
<td>~40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capillary</td>
<td>5–10 µm</td>
<td>~0.5 µm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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vasculature of wounds (Fig. 6C). Such transportation was enabled through a combination of lateral propulsion, convection, and buoyant rise. The Schmidt group demonstrated another strategy that relies on high propulsion of sperm-based microrobots. The microstructure-loaded sperm microrobots are able to swim against a microchannel-based blood flow model flowing with a high velocity of 0.167 mm s$^{-1}$. Moving toward many practical applications, micro/nanorobots should be able to seamlessly swim in blood. Despite recent advancements made with propulsion mechanisms and using biointerfaces to avoid etching and fouling, the field must overcome a number of challenges before realizing this goal. In particular, micro/nanorobots must be able to navigate complex pathways of various sizes in the circulatory system, achieve propulsion under blood pressure, have some means of being imaged, and be made with constantly high quality biointerfaces. Improvements have been made with regard to the consistency of biointerface production by noting that most functionalities of cell membranes and platelets including immune evasion, antifouling, and toxin-binding rely on membranes having the right orientation. Considering the different charges between exoplasmic and cytoplasmic sides of erythrocyte membranes and platelets, the right-side-out orientation can be ensured by the functionalization of negatively charged materials prior to the coating. Looking into future, the biohybrid robots with taxis capabilities have the potential to achieve seamless propulsion in whole blood. The magnetically controlled surface rollers or walkers could be another attractive strategy as they could move near the blood vessel. These rollers or walkers exploit the hydrodynamic interaction with the neighboring surfaces to couple rotational and translational motion. Their operation requires the presence of neighboring surfaces and in locations where the flow rate and shear stress is relatively small. The remaining problems, however, must be addressed through new materials and technological innovations to achieve active propulsion in blood. Until then the best these micro/nanorobots can do is hitch a ride on the circulatory system.

### 3.3 Strategies for enhancing propulsion in biological porous media

The structure of biological porous media, such as mucus, vitreous, and ECM, is mainly composed of a network with various macromolecules such as collagen, water (90–99%), and other molecules. These porous fluids have a wide range of physical properties ranging from soft and viscous to highly elastic. They play crucial roles in the regulation of the
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**Fig. 6** Strategies to enhance the propulsion in blood. (A) Conformal cytocompatible ferrite coatings prevent the etching of magnetic microrobots during operation in whole blood. Reproduced with permission from ref. 209. Copyright 2014 American Chemistry Society. (B) Red blood cell and platelet coating to minimize the protein fouling during operation in blood. Reproduced with permission from ref. 216. Copyright 2018 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (C) Intensively thrusted CO$_2$ bubble of microrobots accomplish the upstream propulsion in blood. Reproduced with permission from ref. 219. Copyright 2015 American Association for the Advancement of Science.
mechanical properties of cells and tissues, lubrication of the joints or epithelial and modulation the exchange of different compartments. Associated with a lipid bilayer, they also serve as biological barriers with selective permeability.\textsuperscript{221} Particles diffuse with Brownian motion through the network structure and the network feels the influence of steric interactions via the collision of particles and electrostatic interactions from charged particles. Recent research advances in nanotechnology and microengineering have led to the development of nanoparticles that can passively diffuse through porous media, however successful delivery of therapeutic agents has not yet been demonstrated. There is thus a need for micro/nanorobots with controllable active motion in biological porous fluid.

Similar to passively diffusing particles, micro/nanorobots in biological porous media must navigate through obstructions present in the macromolecular network. The Nelson group injected a cylindrical microrobot (the outer diameter, 285 \( \mu \text{m} \)) in vivo in the eye of rabbit model: in the study, vitreous exhibited a viscoelastic behavior, and the microrobot could get caught in collagen fiber bundles.\textsuperscript{222} To overcome this issue, the Fischer group demonstrated a size effect-based solution that accomplishes controllable actuation of nanorobots with a size smaller than the mesh size of a porous fluid network (Fig. 7A).\textsuperscript{201} Although their magnetic helical nanorobots with a filament diameter of about 70 nm could not display directional motion in water owing to the thermal noise, the nanorobots performed such propulsion in viscous solution. The nanorobots were magnetically propelled through hyaluronan solution (HA), which is a good model for a biological porous fluid, and even displayed a higher velocity than in water. In contrast, larger microrobots exhibited slower motion under an external rotating magnetic field. The investigation indicates the efficient actuation of micro/nanorobots in porous fluid requires a threshold size which is decided by the network

Fig. 7 Strategies to enhance the propulsion and penetration in biological porous media. (A) Magnetic helical nanorobots and their controlled propulsion in HA solution under external alternative magnetic field. Reproduced with permission from ref. 201. Copyright 2014 American Chemistry Society. (B) Size effect realize the hydrogen peroxide-powered propulsion of nanorobots through extracellular matrix. Reproduced with permission from ref. 224. Copyright 2017 Wiley. (C) Urease-functionlization achieve the magnetically powered propulsion of magnetically powered helical nanorobot in the mucus through the chemically triggered phase transition of mucus. Reproduced with permission from ref. 227. Copyright 2015 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (D) Combination of size effect and liquid slippery surface endow the intravitreal penetration of magnetically powered nanorobots. Reproduced with permission from ref. 229. Copyright 2018 American Association for the Advancement of Science.
structure. Helical micro/nanorobots with filament size smaller than the threshold showed considerably elevated propulsion efficiencies, thus demonstrating promise for navigation in biological media and living tissues.\(^{223}\) The Wilson group developed chemically powered magnetic stomatocyte nanorobots which enabled the penetration of collagen gel (Fig. 7B). The stomatocyte nickel–platinum nanorobots used hydrogen peroxide-powered propulsion and were precisely navigated with an external magnetic field. The nanorobots were small enough to be controlled magnetically through the molecular network of collagen gel as a model for tissue.\(^{224}\)

To better achieve propulsion in biological porous media, recent efforts have shifted towards surface chemistry-based solutions. Biomolecules have been employed to modify micro/nanorobots for enhanced penetration of biological porous media. Mucus, a complex adherent secretion from goblet/mucous cells, is mainly consisted of mucins, proteins, lipids and electrolytes. The mucins fiber form the network of mucus with mesh size of 50–1800 nm, such that the glycoprotein mucin combined with electrolytes, lipids and other smaller proteins results in the viscoelastic, lubricating and hydration properties of mucus.\(^{225,226}\) One approach takes inspiration from *Helicobacter pylori*, a bacterium that facilitates propulsion in gastric mucus by secreting urease. Ammonia is generated from the catalyzed hydrolysis of urea, which elevates the surrounding pH and lowers the local viscosity. Magnetic helical microrobots have accomplished propulsion in purified porcine mucus via the surface immobilization with urease (Fig. 7C).\(^{227}\) The study indicates the microrobot could successfully navigate through this purified porous fluid, which shows prospect for transporting therapeutic agents across porous media. While these micro-robots could perform in purified biological porous media, micro/nanorobots are expected to penetrate raw biological tissues which is much more complex and thus still remain a challenge for the field.

The vitreous of the eye consists of a clear matrix composed of type II collagens, hyaluronic acid, and water. Controllable intravitreal propulsion requires delivery to the posterior part of the eye, the primary therapeutic target for the majority of vision-threatening ocular diseases. Micro rheology investigations showed that porcine vitreous has a mesh size of around 500 nm, similar to that of human vitreous.\(^{228}\) It is expected that the micro/nanomotors with sizes well below the mesh size could move through the porous network if they only experience minimal or negligible adhesion. Recent magnetic micro/nanorobots have been modified with various antiadhesive molecules to achieve intravitreal propulsion. However, the strategy of integrating a single type of functional molecule onto micro/nanorobots is insufficient to achieve efficient intravitreal propulsion. Molecular modifications make the slippery coating of micro/nanorobots ineffective since macromolecules in the vitreous tend to attach to defects on the coating. A liquid slippery surface, which works similar as the liquid layer on the tropical pitcher plants, was employed on helical nanorobots as a solution to this problem (Fig. 7D).\(^{229}\) The liquid slippery surface modification yields high magnetic intravitreal propulsion by minimizing defects in the coating on micro/nanorobots.

The majority of biological tissues are porous media, like the ECM and mucus which have mesh sizes ranging from several to hundreds of micrometers. Multiple strategies have been developed to realize propulsion in porous media in both model biofluids and raw tissue. Helical nanorobots have achieved propulsion in a porcine eye, but more work must be done to get a comprehensive understanding of active motion in other biological media and tissues. In terms of size effect, we need nanorobots with sizes much smaller than the mesh size of porous fluid. Therefore, to realize propulsion in other tissues, the filament diameter of helical nanorobots needs to be smaller than \(\sim 80\) nm, which is challenging to fabricate using conventional methods such as two-photon absorption/polymerization and 3D printing. Another strategy is to reduce the interaction between micro/nanorobots and the macromolecular network in porous media by using surface chemistry. In the approach minimizing defects on the surface coating is very important for successful propulsion, since these defects may yield adhesion with the porous fluid network. Currently, one critical issue for clinical translation of this approach is sustaining the anti-adhesion of micro/nanorobots for an extended period of time. Along with this, the intravitreal mobility of the helical nanorobots could be hindered if the magnetic field is turned off then back on as it can slow the adhesion process of gel fibers to the surface of the nanorobots.\(^{229}\) These challenges must be overcome to realize clinical application.

### 4. Synthetic micro/nanorobots *in vivo*

In addition to achieving efficient propulsion as described in Sections 2 and 3, synthetic micro/nanorobots face major challenges towards practical medical applications in complex environments. Recent research efforts have led to key advances on evaluating the performance of the micro/nanorobots *in vivo*. We will discuss the promising strategies utilized toward realizing deep tissue imaging (Section 4.1) and motion control (Section 4.2) of these synthetic micro/nanorobots. Studies in Section 2 focus on model swimmers in complex yet idealized environments. Examples of recently demonstrated *in vivo* medical applications of these micro/nanorobots will be summarized in Section 4.3.

#### 4.1 Imaging of micro/nanorobots *in vivo*

Among the various challenges in biomedical application, imaging of micro/nanorobots is a major one that must be addressed to achieve clinical translation.\(^{230}\) Images are expected to be of high spatio-temporal resolution, noninvasive, have molecular contrast, and be deeply penetrating to yield precise and reliable micromotor control and navigation. The characteristics of commonly used clinical imaging techniques such as computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), photoacoustic computed imaging (PACT), optical computed imaging, ultrasound imaging, and fluorescence imaging are listed in Table 2.\(^{231–233}\) Among them, optical imaging
facilitates high spatiotemporal resolution and molecular contrast, but its resolution in deep tissue is limited ~1 to 2 mm in depth due to strong optical scattering. To address this issue, a NIR fluorescence-based imaging method was developed for magnetic helical microrobots in vivo (Fig. 8A). With the maximum transmissivity in the wavelength range of 650–1000 nm, the technique provides the possibility to image microrobots with a high signal-to-noise ratio in the GI tract.\textsuperscript{234} Fluorescent imaging of magnetic microrobots for active detection of bacterial toxins was reported.\textsuperscript{236} Being functionalized with fluorescent sensing probes, the spore-based magnetic microrobots enabled the analysis of C. diff toxins by measurement of a fluorescence signal.\textsuperscript{235} A reflective microrobot was developed to achieve real-time tracking ex vivo taking advantage of the fact that Janus microrobots with half-coated metal layers have high optical reflection. Coupled with IR imaging technology, a single reflective microrobot with a diameter of 20 μm can be tracked in real-time in a glass tube phantom and a mouse skull.\textsuperscript{236}

To study the magnetic propulsion of slippery helical nanorobots in the eye, clinical optical coherence tomography (OCT) was employed for the observation of nanorobots close to the retina (Fig. 8B). Although the resolution of OCT is too low to resolve the exact features of helical microrobots, it is good enough to track their general location. With the assistance of OCT, the controlled motion of microrobots in the vitreous of an eye has been demonstrated.\textsuperscript{229} More importantly, quantification of OCT results indicates the spatial distribution of the majority of nanorobots were accumulated in the targeted optic disc area with a diameter of ~6 mm, which is better than conventional ocular delivery and thus holds considerable promise for a number of practical ophthalmology uses.

Nuclear imaging techniques involve the use of radionuclides with the goal of heightening sensitivity in imaging studies. It has been reported that X-ray irradiation can be used to observe as well as power the motion of Janus metal microrobot.\textsuperscript{237} The Sanchez group successfully tracked catalytic microrobots by applying a combination of X-ray CT with positron emission tomography (PET).\textsuperscript{238} By modifying a gold surface with an iodine isotope, the movement of many chemically powered tubular microrobots in defined channels was monitored in real-time at 1 frame per minute for 15 min. Other clinical imaging techniques such as ultrasound imaging and fluorescence imaging face limited resolution and contrast for microrobots in tissue. To overcome these issues, considerable efforts have been devoted to real-time visualization of the dynamics of micro/nanorobots with high spatiotemporal resolution in vivo at the whole-body scale. In a recent study, ultrasound imaging was utilized to track a microrobotic swarm in biofluids. Microrobotic swarms are particularly convenient to image as they are much larger than a small number of microrobots and can thus be seen with conventional clinical imaging technology.\textsuperscript{239}

The combination of magnetic micro/nanorobots with MRI is a logical and promising approach to achieve clinical translation. The Zhang group demonstrated the use of MRI to imaging magnetically powered helical swimmers in vivo (Fig. 8C). To improve imaging performance, microrobots for injection are separated in peanut oil owing to its higher $T_2$ signal intensity compared to water. The complex conditions of in vivo subcutaneous experiments necessitate a concentration of magnetic microrobot which is ~10 times that of measurements in vitro. Cross-sectional MRI imaging can then verify the subcutaneous movement of microrobots in the stomach by comparing the MRI signal to that of peanut oil.\textsuperscript{240}

In addition to ultrasound and MRI imaging technologies, photoacoustic tomography (PAT) detects photon-induced ultrasound and provides a high-resolution image at desirable depths of up to 7 centimeters.\textsuperscript{241} The Schmidt group demonstrated the tracking of a single microrobot ex vivo with the help of Au contrast layers. The microparticles driven by a magnetic field gradient are visualized with PAT in over a centimeter-thick chicken breast as model tissue. Magnetic Spirulina-based microrobot was developed using PAT tracking though mice skin, which holds potential promises for theranostics of pathogenic infection.\textsuperscript{242} To accomplish real-time imaging under deeper tissue in vivo, a microrobotic system has been developed and allows for real-time visualization in the GI tract in vivo (Fig. 8D).\textsuperscript{243} The magnesium-based microrobots with contrasting Au layers were enveloped in an enteric capsule. Such a capsule with microliter to milliliter scale produces a strong photoacoustic signal. Furthermore, PAT imaging could separate abrupt respiratory motion from the microrobots location allowing for precise real-time monitoring in deep tissue in vivo.

It should be noticed that most microrobot imaging studies so far were done in ex vivo tissues or in small animals. Practical imaging technologies with high resolution must be paired with specific micro/nanorobots for efficient in vivo application and subsequent clinical translation. Techniques like NIR fluorescence and nuclear imaging are attractive due to their high spatiotemporal resolution and resolution in deep tissue. It should however be noted that a lower resolution is excusable so long as the general microrobot location can be tracked, as is the case with OCT imaging which showed more specific in vivo drug delivery using magnetic robots than current ocular
delivery strategies. Nuclear imaging is especially practical as it is deeply penetrating and high molecular contrast but has a low frame rate making real time imaging difficult. Ultrasound is an alternative to nuclear imaging with a faster frame rate however resolution and contrast are comparatively diminished and only microrobotic swarms have been tracked. MRI could provide deep penetration for imaging large animals or human body, but suffer from long data acquisition time. PACT offers high-resolution and high-speed imaging and is particularly suitable for small animal imaging; however, when considering human body imaging, PACT’s penetration depth should be further improved. Depending on the specific application of the micro/nanorobots the costs and benefits of each imaging method must be weighed to determine which is the most efficient application.

4.2 Control of micro/nanorobots toward in vivo operation

Precise motion control in complex media is essential for the translation of micro/nanorobots to the clinical setting. Micro/nanorobotic approaches have developed a number of diverse strategies to control movement in water through manual operation of physical or chemical triggers including magnetic, ultrasound, thermal, light, and electric controls along with the manipulation of chemical gradients.244–254

One promising navigation approach, potentially suitable for in vivo biomedical applications, is modification with magnetic materials which allows for controlling robots with an applied magnetic field. Although few examples of such magnetic control have been demonstrated in vivo, recent advances show that the velocity, direction, and motion of chemically powered micro/nanorobots can be wirelessly controlled in the body.
For example, doxorubicin-incorporated, platinum–nickel-loaded stomatocyte nanomotors displayed magnetotaxis motion and could be guided toward the cancer cell in the HeLa-cell-laden gel matrix using an external magnetic field.\textsuperscript{224} Manual navigation is ideal for simple guidance tasks, but traversing complex paths requires a more sophisticated solution. Autopilot navigation has been demonstrated in an \textit{in vitro} study as a potential solution by integrating a system that combines artificial intelligence (AI) based planning with real-time imaging and magnetic control [Fig. 9A].\textsuperscript{256} The system could automatically detect the obstacles via visual recognition, produce obstacle avoidance path planning, and then guide the chemically-powered Janus micromotors along the planned path. It is expected that by designing more sophisticated autopilot systems in combination with the deep tissue imaging and precise magnetic control, future synthetic micro/nanorobots could be able to recognize the dynamically changing environments, overcome nanoscale traffic jams and obstacles \textit{in vivo}, and navigate toward targeted biological area.

Despite the many strategies on micro/nanorobotic control, the majority of studies are limited to the control of a single robot. Considering the limited spatial resolution of imaging techniques under deep tissues, the operation of a single micro/nanorobot is not viable for \textit{in vivo} imaging and operation. Like swimming microorganisms, these micro/nanorobots rarely swim alone but in a group. The collective behavior of active particles, both living systems and artificial swimmers, has attracted substantial interests, because they can generate collective motions and spontaneous flow at a system scale that could be orders of magnitude larger than the scale of the
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**Fig. 9** Manipulation of the micro/nanorobots. (A) Autonomous navigation of the Janus micro-/nanorobots in the complex pathway. Reproduced with permission from ref. 256. Copyright 2017 American Chemistry Society. (B) Controllable location in the GI tract through the manipulation of enteric coating onto the microrobots. Reproduced with permission from ref. 239. Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing Group. (C) On-demand accumulation of microrobots toward targeted tumor with the help of photoacoustic imaging. Reproduced with permission from ref. 243. Copyright 2019 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (D and E) Biohybrid approaches for controlling microrobots via chemotaxis (D) and rheotaxis (E). Reproduced with permission from ref. 265. Copyright 2018 Wiley. Reproduced with permission from ref. 204. Copyright 2020 American Chemistry Society.
individual particles. We refer readers to comprehensive reviews on the hydrodynamic aspect of collective behaviors of active particles.\textsuperscript{237–261} Inspired by the collective intelligence of natural living systems, recent efforts have also been devoted to the control of microrobotic swarms. The He and Xie groups have demonstrated a programed hematite magnetic microrobotic swarm system. Through the manipulation of an applied magnetic field, the microrobot swarm could switch between various geometries including that of a liquid, chain, ribbon, and vortex.\textsuperscript{262} The Zhang group investigated the behavior of magnetic field (MF)-induced micro/nanorobot swarms in various biofluids.\textsuperscript{239,263} They realized the emergence and control of medium and magnetic field-induced microrobot swarm in various biofluids ranging from gastric acid to vitreous humor. The mechanisms involve in magnetic dipolar interaction, hydrodynamic interaction, and self-induced flows at interfaces.\textsuperscript{239} The robot swarm under an applied magnetic field was not sensitive to the ion concentrations in the fluid. The MF-induced swarm was stable in fluids with high viscosities and macromolecular network (Fig. 9B); in this case, the large microrobot swarm could be imaged with ultrasound and controlled in biological fluids such as blood and vitreous.\textsuperscript{239} The microrobot-encapsulated capsule systems provide another promising opportunity for real-time imaging and control in vivo.\textsuperscript{243} The Gao and Wang groups recently reported a microrobotic system based on the magnesium micromotor-loaded capsules.\textsuperscript{243} The capsule was tracked with PAT imaging and broken down via photothermal effects from NIR light after arriving at the target site, which subsequently released the microrobots (Fig. 9C).

For example, chemotaxis (Fig. 9D) and rheotaxis (Fig. 9E) of sperm-based microrobots were recently demonstrated which could potentially swim against whole blood and deliver therapeutic payloads.\textsuperscript{204,264,265}

Despite recent advanced on precise and complex control of micro/nanorobots in complex media, challenges for in vivo control of these micro/nanoscale robots still exist in many aspects. Heterogeneous properties of biological media typically yield inconsistent velocities and thus hamper precise control in vivo. Moreover, the combination of the motion control with in vivo imaging technologies is essential for numerous applications given the complex environments in the body. The control of micro/nanorobot swarms or capsules including emergence, manipulation, and reconfiguration, is a promising research direction for clinical translation.

### 4.3 Medical applications of the micro/nanorobots in vivo

One of the primary goals of micro/nanorobots is to transport therapeutic agents to hard to reach tissues. With this in mind, diverse therapeutic investigations employing autonomous micro/nanorobots in vivo have been carried out. The Zhao group reported a nanorobot-based strategy for active thrombolysis in vivo; tissue plasminogen activator-loaded nanorobots under magnetic propulsion accelerate the thrombolysis treatment through localized fluid convection which can be manipulated via the strength and frequency of the magnetic field along with the concentration of nanorobots in vivo.\textsuperscript{266} These particular micro/nanorobots could potentially be applied to treat blood clots in small vessels with further work.\textsuperscript{267} Intensive bubble generation from a mixture of CaCO\textsubscript{3} and TXA-NH\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{+} has also been employed for self-fueled transportation systems of coagulation enzyme in diverse scenarios (Fig. 10A).\textsuperscript{219}

One goal for micro/nanorobots is to enhance drug retention in vivo. In contrast to the conventional surface modifications, autonomous micro/nanorobots enhance retention without the requirement of complex and specific design for diseased tissues. Ingestible zinc-based microrobots, which could autonomously move in the stomach environment, were firstly evaluated using a mouse model in vivo.\textsuperscript{267} Gavage administered microrobots exhibited high bubble propulsion in gastric fluid from the chemical reaction between zinc with acid. Such active and efficient propulsion led to greatly enhanced tissue/mucus penetration and thus cargo retention. Of the various micro/nanorobots, magnesium-based microrobots, powered by the magnesium–water reactions, have been widely reported for therapy treatment in vivo due to their efficient propulsion in biological media and minimal toxicity.\textsuperscript{192,193} A therapeutic investigation based on active delivery of magnesium-based micro/nanorobots for the treatment of H. pylori infection in the stomach was reported (Fig. 10B). The evaluation of the therapeutic efficacy of clinical doses of the drug-loaded micro/nanorobots in vivo indicated elevated delivery efficacy and reduced bacterial burden when compared with passive therapeutic carriers.\textsuperscript{268} Another therapeutic use of magnesium-based microrobots in the stomach is to adjust local physiological conditions (e.g., neutralizing the stomach pHs) of the gastric fluid to facilitate the pH-triggered drug release. Coupling the reaction of magnesium and gastric acid with local fluid convection from active motion results in the rapid proton depletion from the microrobots without side effect and offers considerable promises for proton pump inhabitation and controllable release.\textsuperscript{269} In addition to these bubble propelled micromotors, the magnetically driven nanorobots were also successfully applied in vivo to reduce tumor growth in rodent models.\textsuperscript{270}

In addition to targeted drug delivery, active vaccine delivery is an important therapeutic application (this could be particularly important as it aids the prevention of infectious diseases given the recent pandemic of COVID-19). As an example, magnesium-based microrobot toxoids were developed and utilized for oral vaccination. A toxin-inserted erythrocyte membrane coating onto the microrobots enabled neutralization of the toxic antigenic payloads and induced the mucosal immunity (Fig. 10C).\textsuperscript{271} The intestinal localization from mucoadhesive and enteric coating of microrobots then simulates an invasive infection. The propulsion of the microrobots in the GI tract enhanced the retention and uptake of antigenic agents in vivo, indicating the benefits of using such micro/nanorobots as delivery vehicles compared to conventional nanoparticles.

Bacteria and sperm-hybrid robots are promising candidate for micro/nanorobot-based active delivery as they hold unique antigenic and transport properties that artificial micro/nanorobots do not have. For instance, sperm driven micro/nanorobots...
have been developed to transport a drug-loaded polymer cargo to a model tumor spheroid in vitro.\(^\text{272}\) Benefiting from the rheotaxis behavior and high propulsion of sperm, the sperm-based micro-robot can swim against blood flow for active delivery.\(^\text{204}\) Active delivery strategies were demonstrated with bacteria-hybrid micro-robots with multifunctional cargo such as microcapsules and erythrocyte. The drug-encapsulated polymer microcapsule with a size of 1 μm was driven by E. coli and transported to targeted breast cancer cells in vitro under external magnetic guidance.\(^\text{273}\) To improve the performance of the cargo, magnetic nanoparticles and drug-loaded erythrocytes were functionalized onto E. coli as cargo through biotin-avidin binding. Sharing the biofunctional features of bacteria and erythrocyte, the bacteria and erythrocyte-hybrid possess optimal motility and deformability for targeted biomedical applications.\(^\text{205}\) Given to the hypoxic nature of tumorous regions, magnetotactic bacteria-hybrid microrobots carrying drug-loaded nanoliposomes can be applied for target delivery using the magneto-aerotactic migration behavior from bacteria (Fig. 10D).\(^\text{274}\)

As described above, there is great potential for micro/nanorobots to target diseased sites, but several limitations must first be addressed. These challenges include actuation in complex environments, control of cargo delivery, and the integration of multi-functional functionalities.
media, penetration of biological tissues, imaging and control under deep tissues to name a few. Enhanced retention is another potential benefit that utilizes the propulsion function of the micro/nanorobots which provides a universal but robust strategy for a wide range of treatments. Particularly with a full platform which integrates real-time visualization and reconfigurable swarms, micro/nanorobots can have a big impact on local disease treatment.

5. Conclusion and outlook

In summary, we have discussed and highlighted here the recent advances in micro/nanorobots toward operation in complex fluids. Over the past few decades, a number of theoretical and experimental studies have led to the development of various micro/nanorobots that can be propelled by different mechanisms (powered by various external fields or local chemical fuels). Considering the practical biomedical use, realistic biological environments are substantially more complex than simple Newtonian fluids. In recent years, researchers have started to make progress on investigating the influences of different complexities that can arise in more realistic biological systems, including environmental heterogeneity and non-Newtonian behaviors (shear-thinning and viscoelastic effects) of biological fluids. A number of materials and engineering innovations have been reported to achieve efficient propulsion of the micro/nanorobots in various complex fluids ranging from blood to porous media (e.g., mucus and vitreous). Owing to the major advances over developing efficient and multifunctional micro/nanorobots that could operate in complex biofluids, the proof-of-concept in vivo therapeutic applications have been demonstrated recently (examples include treating blood clots, bacterial infection, as well as cancers). Despite the significant progress in this emerging field, a number of challenges remain to be addressed in order to fulfill the full potential of synthetic micro/nanorobots in biomedicine.

Considering that the biological fluids are typically both shear-thinning and viscoelastic, our understanding on the complex interactions of these non-Newtonian behaviors and their influence to the propulsion of micro/nanorobots is still very limited. From the design aspects of swimming micro/nanorobots, a number of factors including the speed fluctuations, scattering and trapping dynamics in the presence of various biofluid obstacles and their swimming performance in shear-thinning and viscoelastic fluids should be carefully considered. New functional materials and propulsion mechanisms more suitable for operation in complex fluids (particularly blood, mucus, vitreous and other extracellular matrix) are strongly desired for next-generation micro/nanorobots. Moreover, mass-production approach for high-performance and low-cost biomedical micro/nanorobots should be explored toward practical clinical applications; recent examples of 3D printing, two-photon polymerization, as well as glancing angle deposition show great promise for large scale preparation of synthetic micro/nanorobots.

In vivo applications and future clinical operations of the micro/nanorobots usually require real-time deep tissue imaging and guidance which are still significantly under developed. Recently through interdisciplinary collaborations, advanced imaging technologies including MRI, ultrasound, OCT, as well as PAT have been explored to track the microrobots in vivo. Considering the small size of an individual microrobot, current imaging demonstrations focus on the microrobot swarm. Imaging and control of a signal robot under deep tissue require further materials and technology development. With the assistance of in vivo imaging, one could control the operation of microrobots using various external controls via magnetic, ultrasound or optical fields. Another attractive method for in vivo robot control is creating the intelligent motors that could respond to surrounding environment variations (such as temperature or molecule gradients) and achieve self-navigation in complex environments.275–277

While addressing the challenges of propulsion and control in complex fluids, we should expand the application scope of micro/nanorobots. In this regard, micro/nanorobots with versatile functionality and targeting moieties need to be developed to perform complex tasks and evaluated in vivo for different health conditions. In addition to the therapeutic efficacy, the in vivo toxicity, biocompatibility, and biodegradability of the micro/nanorobots need to be carefully examined and considered during robot design and evaluation stages. It is worth noting that in many practical medical application occasions, the swarms of micro/nanorobots display significant benefit for both in vivo imaging and control. The cooperative action and coordinated movement of micro/nanorobots are promising for enhancing the capacity of advanced transport and targeted drug delivery.

We envision that further research progress and future clinical translation of the emerging micro/nanorobots require interdisciplinary collaborative efforts among materials scientists, chemists, fluid mechanicians, imaging and medical experts. Although the field of micro/nanorobotics is still in the infancy, it is receiving dramatically increased attention across different fields over the past decades. With continuing materials and technological innovations, the micro/nanorobots will prove to be of great importance for numerous medical applications; the Fantastic voyage vision will be eventually fulfilled by these tiny multifunctional swimming micro/nanorobots.
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